
Exchange Locations – v1.0 

This document describes the version v1.0 of the dataset “Exchange Locations”. The resources are web services that uses 

the JSON (www.json.org) protocol for data exchange. 

1. Exchange locations 

2. Institutions with informed locations 

1. Exchange locations 

Provides a list of locations to purchase and sell foreign currency, according with information provided by the financial 

institution authorized to operate in the foreign exchange market. 

URL: 
https://www3.bcb.gov.br/vet/rest/v2/listaPontoCambio?cnpj=00000000 

1.1. Parameters 
Name Data type Format Description 
cnpj Numeric 00000000 Cadastro Nacional de Pessoa Jurídica - CNPJ (base identifier 

of the institution with 8 numeric digits). 

 

1.2. Result 
Field name Data type Format Description 
cidade Text  City where the exchange location is located. Example: 

Brasilia. 
uf Text XX Unit of the federation where the exchange location is 

located. Example: DF. 
cnpj Numeric 00000000000000 Cadastro Nacional de Pessoa Jurídica - CNPJ (identifier of 

the institution/branch with 14 numeric digits) of the 
exchange location. Example: 00000000000191. 

endereco Text  Address of the exchange location. Example: Sbs, Qd.3, 
Bloco A,2.Subsolo,Setor Bancario Sul. 

horaAbreDiaUtil Text 00:00 Opening time of the exchange location on business days. 
Example: 10:00. Can return empty. 

horaAbreDomingo Text 00:00 Opening time of the exchange location on Sundays. 
Example: 14:00. Can return empty. 

horaAbreFeriado Text 00:00 Opening time of the exchange location on holidays. 

Example: 14:00. Can return empty. 

horaAbreSabado Text 00:00 Opening time of the exchange location on Saturdays. 
Example: 10:00. Can return empty. 

horaFechaDiaUtil Text 00:00 Closing time of the exchange location on business days. 
Example: 18:00. Can return empty. 

horaFechaDomingo Text 00:00 Closing time of the exchange location on Sundays. 

Example: 17:00. Can return empty. 

horaFechaFeriado Text 00:00 Closing time of the exchange point on holidays. Example: 
17:00. Can return empty. 

horaFechaSabado Text 00:00 Closing time of the exchange point on Saturdays. Example: 
17:00. Can return empty. 

latitude Numeric 0.000000 Number with 6 decimal places (separator: ".") representing 

the latitude of the exchange point. Example: -15.803294. 

longitude Numeric 0.000000 Number with 6 decimal places (separator: ".") representing 
the longitude of the exchange point. Example: -47.885082. 

nome Text  Name of the exchange location. Example: Banco do Brasil-
agência Edifício Sede Bacen. 

somenteClientes Boleano  Boolean value that indicates, in the case of Banks, whether 

the exchange service is performed only for clients of the 
institution. Example: true. 

telefone1 Text  Primary telephone number of the exchange location. 
Example: (021) 3808-3900. Can return empty. 

http://www.json.org/
https://www3.bcb.gov.br/vet/rest/v2/listaPontoCambio?cnpj=00000000


telefone2 Text  Secondary telephone of the exchange location. Example: 
(021) 3808-3900. Can return empty. 

tipoAtendimento Text  One to three letters that indicates the types of service 
performed at the exchange location. Possible values are P 
for face-to-face, C for ATM and M for foreign exchange ATM. 
Example. PC; and 

tipoServico Text  One to two letters that indicate the types of service offered 
at the exchange location. Possible values are S for withdraw 
and T for exchange. Example: TS. 

 

2. Intitutions with informed locations 

Provides a list of institutions authorized by the Central Bank to operate in the foreign exchange market that have 

reported locations to purchase and sell foreign currency.  

URL: 
https://www3.bcb.gov.br/vet/rest/v2/instituicoesFinanceiras 

2.1. Parameters 
It has no parameters. 

2.2. Result 
Field name Data type Format Description 
cnpj Numeric 00000000 Cadastro Nacional de Pessoa Jurídica - CNPJ (base identifier of 

the institution with 8 numeric digits). Example: 00000000. 
enderecoEletronico Text  Electronic address of the institution's website. Example: 

www.bb.com.br. 
nome Text  Name of the institution. Example: BCO DO BRASIL S.A. 

 

 

https://www3.bcb.gov.br/vet/rest/v2/instituicoesFinanceiras

